Poverty reduction has been the top priority of the Indonesian government’s developmental projects. At the age of climate change, however, the implementation of the policy faces greater challenges. Empirical observation gives rise to a question as to why do the climate change mitigation programs fail to bring about favorable effect to poverty reduction? The paper employs an intermestic approach to critically explaining the underlying problems concerning climate change and poverty reduction in Indonesia. The argument is that the political economy of climate change accelerates the existing structural factors which alienate the government from the poor people, and annihilates the moral relationships between the ruler and the ruled. To clarify this position, the discussion proceeds in two main parts. The first section outlines the significant use of the intermestic approach to analyzing the disconnection between climate change and the Indonesian government’s economic policy to reduce poverty. The second section goes on to discern the structural factors which exacerbate the circumstances under which poverty reduction becomes a trivial issue in the ostensibly development policy directed to achieve economic progress. The concluding section reflects what can be learnt from the ongoing situation; on how to bring the state back into the right direction.
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Climate Change as a Critical Factor to Poverty Reduction in Indonesia
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Poverty reduction has been the top priority of the Indonesian government’s developmental projects. At the age of climate change, however, the implementation of the policy faces greater challenges. Empirical observation gives rise to a question as to why do the climate change mitigation programs fail to bring about favorable effect to poverty reduction? The paper employs an intermestic approach to critically explaining the underlying problems concerning climate change and poverty reduction in Indonesia. The argument is that the political economy of climate change accelerates the existing structural factors which alienate the government from the poor people, and annihilates the moral relationships between the ruler and the ruled. To clarify this position, the discussion proceeds in two main parts. The first section outlines the significant use of the intermestic approach to analyzing the disconnection between climate change and the Indonesian government’s economic policy to reduce poverty. The second section goes on to discern the structural factors which exacerbate the circumstances under which poverty reduction becomes a trivial issue in the ostensibly development policy directed to achieve economic progress. The concluding section reflects what can be learnt from the ongoing situation; on how to bring the state back into the right direction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the priorities of the Indonesian government’s development programs is poverty reduction. In the early 1950s, of the 80 million populations, it was estimated there had been about 83 percent peoples living under the conditions of poverty. The condition did not seem to be improving significantly over the next two decades.1 This is arguably because of political instability which prevented the success of the state’s economic development.2 However, the Indonesian economic landscape changed by the end of the 1980s when the government was successful to decrease the number of poor people to approximately 20 percent of the total populations.3 Despite the fact of the surge in population number to double, political economists were generally optimistic that Indonesia would be the model of effective poverty reduction governance. Moreover, during the first years of the 1990s Indonesia had enjoyed the so-called ‘economic boom’ with high growth which was higher than 5 percent, and low poverty rate which was less than 10 percent.4

The most convincing explanation for such an economic achievement indicates the symbiosis between political and economic factors; that is the stable domestic politics under the New Order leadership made economy work well.5

This status of being in an economically thriving nation did not last long. Following the Asian financial crisis in 1997–1998 Indonesian economy collapsed. Domestic politics experienced heavy turbulence, and consequently the poverty rate rose to more than 24 percent in the early 2000. This profile has risen to 30 percent in 2005.6 Over the last ten years, however, the situation has been getting better whereby the poverty rate can be reduced to about 0.4 percent annually.7

This historical overview on poverty in Indonesia leaves an important question to address as to why did the recently claimed economic advancement—especially under the government of President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono—fail to boost the programs of poverty reduction. If politics were well-thought-out as the determining factor to economy, this argument would no longer be valid. The government is relatively stable. But why the poverty rate does not ease impressively.

This paper proposes a different framework to analyzing the problem. It draws upon the relationship between geography/nature and economic performance. Climate change is regarded as the relevant empirical phenomenon by which human activities, including economic production, are affected.

To clarify this position, an intermestic approach is used as a tool to observe and comprehend what and why some structural
factors can bring about the hurdles to the effectiveness of poverty reduction programs in Indonesia.

2. THE RELEVANCE OF THE INTERMESTIC APPROACH

The term intermestic is understood as the linkages between the international and domestic environments in which social and natural events take place. It is usually used to demonstrate independent characteristics of any circumstances which influence on the occurrence of a particular phenomenon.

The intermestic approach and strategy for research is considered to be able to provide the more extensive space and stronger explanatory power for conducting scientific inquiries dealing with problems arising from human activities which their effect expanding through the global to the local levels.

This style of analysis receives greater attention from social scientists who are aware of the pervasive impact of globalization on national and regional aspects of life. Against the tendency of becoming positivist in the social epistemology, the proponents of intermestic approach believe in the usefulness of thinking eclectically and doing research for the practical benefits rather than the abstract ones.

The intermestic approach consists of three methodological tenets. They are derived from a set of eclectic analytical framework in which salient concepts borrowed from various disciplines such as Development Studies, Public Policy, Sociology and International Relations are combined to create a critical perspective on social issues with global importance. First, the actors influencing world issues should not be focused on individuals, groups and dominant players. A systematic attention must be given to understand the emergent network of power relations amongst actors being involved.

For example, on the climate change negotiations, studies have to be devoted to uncover the ways in which interrelated actions and policies of the Great Powers hinder the process of dialogue to generate productive outcomes. The emphasis is put on the multilateral configuration, involving China on the one side, and the United States on the other, against the interests of the Developing Countries.

Second, economic and development issues should not be assumed as chiefly economic, rather it is better deemed as the multidimensional cause and effect mechanisms. Economic problems can have noneconomic contents, either demographic or cultural, and also noneconomic implications, either political or social. This premise is particularly applied to capture the impact of biophysical shifts which is accompanied by the downsizing environmental capacity of the people to render resources for the fulfillment of basic human needs.

Third, scrutiny to the phenomenon of social change should embrace the multifaceted contexts of analysis, from local and national to global; from domestic to international politics and policy. This practice is recommended in order to grasp the dynamics and connections between wide ranging activities which in turn affect the quality of living of certain communities.

These foundational assumptions lead to the more comprehensive view on how to explicate the nature of climate change and its structural hurdles may be posed onto the Indonesian economy. Research, professional inquiries, and policy analysis validate that in Indonesia the most affected economic sectors due to climate change are ones like forestry, fishery and agriculture. Their point is commonly construed in the understanding about the natural consequences of global warming, in terms of drought, rainfall, wave surge and flood, to food security, energy provision and health problems.

Climate change experts are convinced that the failure to manage such negative implications will complicate the government’s work to ease poverty, since the majority elements of the poor in the country, such as farmers, fishermen, and labors, are grappled with the lack of food, energy resources, and health care. With this knowledge in mind, it is right arguing that the poverty rate continues to increase.

The above argument is an incremental explanation, however. In fact, climate change to get impacted on a large scope of community does engage other aspects of social life, including the nature of people to people and state to state relations, policy preferences and the transnational context. Clearly, climate change is not a localized issue to Indonesia. For instance, Wicaksana shows that the Indonesian government’s policy on containing the effect of global warming has faced both domestic and international impediments. The latter even incites a more formidable obstacle to the policy execution in significant ways.

The general situations of the domestic context of climate change mitigation and adaptation prove this argument. First, there are too many vested interests playing and disrupting in the course of environmental protection programs both at national and local governance. Second, it is noticeable that sectoral conflicts amongst the state’s agencies responsible for designing and implementing concrete strategies complicating the ongoing problems. Third, local resistance to the important components of the top down projects on environmental reconstruction and rehabilitation, such mainly as the REDD++ programs, has made disadvantageous implications for the policy improvement and structures.

3. CLIMATE CHANGE AS A CRITICAL FACTOR TO POVERTY REDUCTION PROGRAMS

This section analyzes the intermestic hindrances to poverty reduction programs in Indonesia, which are derived from the political economy of climate change.

The Indonesian government’s endeavor to uplift standard of living of poor people is very much influenced by the formula inculcated by international financial institutions, mainly the World Bank with its developmentalism and the United Nations through its Millennium Development Goal projects. Beside these two external schemes, the Ministry of National Development Planning (Kementerian Perencanaan Pembangunan Nasional) has settled for various engagements with foreign governmental and nongovernmental organizations that are facilitated to contribute their ideas and experiences to establishing the so-called kemitraan untuk memberantas kemiskinan (partnership for eliminating poverty) in Indonesia.

As a result, the policy feature is divergent, less original, and in a sense not efficient. This is because, for one thing, what happens in the country is approached through outside means. The problem is not related to the discourse of local issues have to be resolved completely by local instruments, nevertheless, every actor, including donor institutions, technical operators, as well as academics/professionals are political, and in the political attitude it conceives extensive economic motivation.
Such a skeptical viewpoint is not without reason. Under foreign institution assistance the Indonesian government has to make considerable commitments to implementing the agenda and following the target which have been dictated beforehand. They are formed in a long-term development through aid and philanthropy interference which catalyze the entrance of the liberal thinking into the state’s rulemaking and bureaucracy. To suit with the liberal design, internal rationalization and adjustment are conducted strictly, unless the governmental structures will be unable to function within the anticipated policies. Several important economic sectors are under scrutiny and be set up to meet the practice of standard economic progress in accordance with the donor’s guided principles and operationalization. This has included, but not limited to, energy, agriculture, trade, and infrastructure construction. Explicitly, this is predicated in the rhetoric of efficiency, good governance and economic empowerment. The political primer for the mechanization of the externally penetrated economy is what seen as a democracy.

However, the economy which is tightened turns out to be fragile. First, the government lacks sufficient financial resources to be allotted to carry out crucial social welfare and protection programs. Second, the structure of the state’s expenditure is apparently subjugating the needs of the poor for more kinds of immediate governmental assistance on account of tremendous cut-off against the post for consumption. At this domestic setting of change, a new and affecting agenda is arising, consciously added to assess the Indonesian government’s developmental success that is the global warming mitigation and adaptation.

Undeniably, global warming occurs and derives biophysical alteration to a large extent of the social environment of Indonesian poor societies. However, the inclusion of environmental achievement and economic measures to the state’s public responsibilities, while its scope to maneuver is narrowing, has yielded unfavorable consequences to poverty reduction. Critically, this is to say that the primacy of environmental protection at the expense of the other public necessities hits the poor’s basic interests more than those of the wealthier. The agenda of environmental protection in many occasions is accompanied by a new different type of either national or local governance or regulation. Their perception about the meaning of the objective of development is put forward in the more visionary, but over reaching it self; that is saving the planet for the future generation. There is nothing wrong about this ideal, although it seems to be enforcing a cosmopolitan outlook rather than one which is communitarian and applicable to the context of Indonesia. The problem is that it is encountered the accumulation of distortion in the process of making the environmental protection a pivotal policy over poverty reduction.

It begins by the trans-nationalization of environmental degradation issues. In Indonesia natural disaster and human activities—including irresponsible industrial activities—are the causes of a large amount destruction to the environment; the most concerning of which is the forest fire. What is happening in the country, such as the haze of forest fire has been constructed to be an international concern; it indeed affects the neighboring countries and produces uneasiness.

Therefore, the inability of the government in Jakarta to take the proper, effective, and quick actions to manage the issue is used as a political hint to put pressure on it. The politics of environment is fruitful anyway. In part this is because Indonesia has not had enough modality to determine its defensive strategies. Consequently, once again the Indonesian government and the people have to accept the exertion of foreign intent in the will of saving the environment. What the state must follow in is not different in substance, albeit expressed in another form of language; efficiency, good governance and the improvement of livelihood quality.

One may question why Indonesia is easy to get caught in such global intrusive processes. The answer could be very simple, it is because Indonesia is a weak state, dependent government, unable bureaucracy, and on top of these is the absence of international legitimacy and credibility that forces it to open the door for external control over domestic affairs—the economy, the environment and the political milieu. In other words, the failing state is susceptible to foreign setting up of its internal working.

The connections between the outside and inside policies are complete after the agenda shaping is done. The actor, the resources, and the pathway to steer Indonesia’s internal development orientation is ready to go. The national development policy can be directed even from the very beginning through the scope and time projected. When Indonesia is experiencing the condition of being intervened, it is not to blame the agenda for protecting the forest, water and land or natural heritage as the permissive cause of weakness and dependency. Environmental protection of the climate change mitigation is genuine in its nature. Yet, it is the intermestic relationships between powerful agents and structures which configure the circumstances which lead to the state’s incapacity to cope with outside influences.

The victim of this externally controlled political economy is the poor people. They are living in the country where their government and decision makers are crippled by foreigners. When economic advances are counted for zealous environmental objectives, the poor loses their rights, notwithstanding they have accomplished them for long, for example to device their surroundings. The ecosystem where they found historical attachment, cultural memories, and economic interdependence is no longer pure and friendly. It has been tied to the campaign of the global-scale ambition to reorder the world through the politics of natural protection.

The key participant is not the sovereign state but the transnational entity. Civil society enjoys larger room for articulating and contributing their ideas to influencing the practice of environmental governance. Multinational corporates act as though they are the generous citizens who use corporate social responsibility (CSR) projects to convert economic desire into collective altruism. Foreign state’s agencies operate to watch and value how the program is getting on. The media report about terrible environmental incidents and expose the government’s misconduct to manage them.

The lists can be extended to other interested parties’ behavior. The consequences are obvious. The poor does not know to whom they should ask for help during a situation like environmental crisis. In what language they have to speak about the relationship between their economic and environmental losses when the disaster plagues their village, house and farm. The political economy of the global warming containment is too difficult for the poor to understand, while the legitimate government is weakening due to its submission to the powerful network of foreign corporate interests. Then it is not difficult to infer the destiny of
the poverty reduction program, that is, it just becomes an addendum of the sociopolitical and economic game behind the populist environmental protection activism.

Our survey in the Jawa Timur Province, for instance, indicates that most of the poor people interviewed do not have clear understanding about the nature and implication of climate change. The interviewees say that climate change is about too long drought and too heavy rainfall. The natural phenomena of weather unpredictability, according to the majority respondents, are disastrous. Nevertheless, when asked about to whom the poor will help for help deal with various negative impact of climate change, such as famine and scarcity of resources, they acknowledge unknowing. The reason is the local governments—both provincial and regency—do never hear them, but do so for the multinational companies (MNCs) and foreign nongovernmental institutions. As a result, the poor people have not had the capacity needed to secure their community from the effect of global warming.28

4. CONCLUSION
How to cope with the impact of climate change and help the poor get out of poverty?
Addressing the above question is a difficult task. The state is nothing but important to represent the will of the poor. The 1945 Constitution mandates the Indonesian government to take all necessary policies to overcome problems related to the management of natural resources. The state is one which has the constitutional power to do so. However, what does really matter is the deficiency of political conscience to consider poverty reduction is belonging not to only economic, but moral duty of the political elite.

In the liberalized polity perpetrated in the Indonesian democracy today, the tenacity for reinforcing constitutionalism is somehow concealed behind material pragmatism. The propensity encompasses for all the inextricable aspects of climate change mitigation and poverty reduction concepts. The implementation suits with such a super structural defiance. More importantly, everyone in the policymaking positions understands, but is paralyzed to evolve against the shortcomings. Let’s say this is the new establishment of environmental authoritarianism. Who can break out of it? The answer might be the knowledgeable and the socially powerful activists. Since the realization of the seemingly natural sense of the chain of the marginalization of the poor, the counter-discourse against the liberal order of environmental protection must be produced and reproduced. This does not connote an easier job than that of writing a critical theory of climate change at academic media and forum.

The claim of axiological value of the so-called science—particularly Social Sciences—is challenged nowhere. One intriguing lesson from the past successful struggle is noteworthy. The downfall of the New Order regime was the result of an evolving symbiosis amongst elements of pro-democracy, progressive intellectuals and critical social activists. The process towards Reformasi did not come about suddenly in the wake of the economic and financial crises. It underwent systematic counter-authoritarian dialectics; from human rights, open political system, transparency and accountability of bureaucracy, free elections and ended up with the loosening of the regime’s power identity—the military and the autocratic party.

The contagious Asian financial crises were part of the catalytically instrumental waves which had moved forward years before. What to do next is firm, for climate change and poverty reduction synergy, to reconstruct the knowledge, practical understanding and the social practices underpinning the suppressive system.
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